The PECB University is committed to providing an experience that spawns its students’ intellectual horizon, and helping them to acquire various primed skills for successful adaptation in the business world. Your journey as a PECB University student allows you to explore multiple prominent disciplines, and prepares you to become a highly qualified professional in the chosen industry. We will continue the grit and determination to provide you with superior education while teaching relevant subjects that aid you in becoming critical, independent, and daring professionals.
MISSION

PECB University serves candidates who are eager to advance their academic knowledge, practical skills, and career prospects through pursuit of a well-organized curriculum, innovative-based learning and practical training. The University aims to provide high quality graduate level education that attract interest, inspire continual improvement, provoke mastery in a field and in turn benefit the individual, organization, community, state, and the society as a whole. Adopting practices of distance learning to reach greater demographics and to alleviate constraints of physical boundaries that limit access to education contribute significantly to our mission of quality and flexible offerings.

VISION

PECB University aspires to reach worthwhile recognition and to become a global benchmark for provision of internet-based, electronically-delivered, and career-focused education that will enable graduates to achieve excellence in the dynamic global market. Leveraging technology opportunities will help us accomplish the desired reputation and provide stimulating opportunities for our students. Our online and flexible environment will encourage student learning, activities, and interactions with faculty and staff while safeguarding practices of academic integrity.
Why pursue your academic journey with PECB University?
Unique Specializations

PECB University programs allow you the opportunity to explore some of the most compelling topics of the present day by offering prosperous specializations that help you amp up your career prospects.

Flexible Programs

PECB University programs are designed to fit the specific needs of the busy individual. Our programs offer you the opportunity to become competitive while keeping your existing obligations.

World-class Education

Contributing to your education will be competent academics, who, apart from their academic qualifications have hands-on experience on the subjects they teach. Given their international backgrounds, you will gain a broader outlook on present matters and adopt a mindset that allows you to approach situations from different angles.

International Encounters

The University has no physical boundaries, thus you will have unlimited possibilities for networking and connecting with the university community comprising of students and staff coming from different walks of life.

Digitalized Experience

You will benefit from being taught in systems that allow you to connect and share online while enjoying your own comfort.

Accelerated Path to Degree

The University offers a generous transfer of credits policy that allows you to refrain from some course requirements and progress faster toward your degree.
How will your journey with PECB University look like?
When you join PECB University...

- You embark on a journey that is set to pave your road for continued success while keeping your existing commitments.
- You become part of a valuable community that brings attention to your unique qualities and helps you sharpen those constructively.
- You are welcomed by university staff that is committed to support you as you familiarize with the arrangements and requirements in place.
- You are taught by qualified faculty who are passionate about what they teach, are willing to work closely with you and guide you throughout a course.

As you study with us...

- You advance critical and creative thinking skills that facilitate your ability for making decisions and solving problems.
- You become prepared for leadership roles by mastering best practices that demonstrate ability to lead and manage change in an organization.
- You connect with a worldwide community and expand your viewpoints by sharing and debating on matters of interest.
- You gain sound perception of proper management techniques that aid the planning and controlling of a changing environment.

As you graduate...

- You will gain confidence in your abilities as you add to the list of your qualifications and make yourself highly competitive in the work environment.
- You will become prepared to adapt to multiple challenges and able to work with numerous parties in reaching common grounds of understanding.
- You will become a part of our alumni network comprised of worldwide students, and join our growing professional network.
- You will have added to your list of accomplishments and confirmed that you were capable of handling numerous commitments simultaneously.
Ready to explore your study options with us?

As part of our program offerings, you will have the chance to enroll in either MBA programs or Graduate Certificate programs.
MBA DEGREE PROGRAMS

Each of our MBA programs is structured around a holistic curriculum that provides a common ground for business-related matters and those of a specific specialization. Our programs are developed with a strong emphasis on value-based and career-focused education that targets the professional growth of students. The programs synthesize literature with practical processes to expose students to real-world examples and prepare them for handling and resolving real issues as they arise. Students improve communication, analytical as well as strategic skills.

PECB University offers the following MBA degrees:

- MBA in Business Continuity Management
- MBA in Information Security Management
- MBA in Information Technology Service Management
- MBA in Quality Management
- MBA in Risk Management

Duration: MBA Programs are typically between 12 to 36 months in duration.

Title: The credential conferred upon satisfactory completion of all program and academic requirements will state the title of the award (MBA) and degree program or concentration (one from the list of five MBAs above).
The curriculum comprises of core, specialization, and elective courses that ensure a solid grasp of business and field-related issues. In addition, all MBA programs require completion of a Thesis project.
**ELECTIVES**
Electives are relatable courses that provide supplementary information on the chosen specialization and help you accomplish a well-rounded expertise.

**SPECIALIZATION**
Specialization courses are field-related and provide an in-depth analysis on the chosen specialization.

**BUSINESS CORE**
Core courses provide a broad overview of main business subjects that allow for drawing interferences between field-specific skills and their practical application in a business setting.

**THESIS**
The MBA thesis is a final written project that incorporates all concepts learned during studies and dwells in detail on a chosen subject.
A Graduate Diploma from PECB University offers you career-tailored, market-sensitive education, and focuses on transitioning knowledge and information into usable skills. Such programs also offer you updated as well as affordable options of developing expertise or furthering the knowledge in a specialized discipline.
Graduate Diploma Programs

The Graduate Diploma programs are in full compatibility with the MBA degree requirements, enabling Diploma recipients to seamlessly transition to a full degree program and transfer all core and specialization course credits earned towards the degree. Students who later decide to apply credits earned toward the MBA degree, are required to formally apply to the program sought.

Graduate Diploma in Information Security Management

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PROGRAM SNAPSHOT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CREDITS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DURATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WORK EXPERIENCE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DELIVERY MODE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LANGUAGE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUDIENCE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Program Description

The Graduate Diploma in Information Security Management provides the tools to prepare individuals to analyze vulnerabilities, assess organizational information infrastructure, devise strategies that ensure successful management of organization's assets. A Diploma awarded from this program allows students to gain specialized expertise and competence on dealing with information integrity, governing information confidentiality and security policy considerations, which are critical towards deploying actionable tactics that best fit an organization's threat prevention strategies. By successfully completing the course, students are expected not only to gain a comprehensive understanding of this environment, but to be able to think critically, and clearly articulate solutions and strategies.
Looking for other options to develop expertise and broaden your knowledge base?

PECB University also offers Graduate Certificate programs in specialized areas that can be taken as stand-alone programs or used as a means to progress toward a degree.
GRADUATE CERTIFICATE PROGRAMS

PECB University Graduate Certificates offer you the opportunity to build expertise in a specialized area, develop industry specific skills, or gain the required skills to transition to a new field.

PECB University offers the following Graduate Certificates:

1. GC in Business Administration
2. GC in Management Systems Administration
3. GC in Business Continuity Management
4. GC in Information Security Management
5. GC in Information Technology Service Management
6. GC in Quality Management
7. GC in Risk Management

Duration: Graduate Certificate programs are typically between 6 to 24 months in duration.

Title: The credential conferred upon satisfactory completion of course requirements will state the title of the award (Certificate) and the certificate program or concentration (one from the list of seven GCs above).

Your path to the diploma

Each of the Graduate Certificate programs requires completion of four (4) specialization courses; each worth three (3) credits.

Did you know that you can apply Graduate Certificate credits toward an MBA diploma?

Completing two field-specific Graduate Certificates and combining it with a graduate certificate in Business Administration brings you one step closer to receiving your MBA Diploma, only leaving you to complete the MBA Thesis as a final program requirement.
The Learning Environment

...designed and developed with a unique set of arrangements necessary for meeting the challenges of the modern society
HOW DOES ONLINE STUDYING AT PECB UNIVERSITY LOOK LIKE?

Through technology we reach out to today’s technology-savvy learners, and alleviate as such the constraints of traditional learning in terms of geographical barriers, costs, and work-family demands. We provide systems that are welcoming to all, easy to use, and tailored to fit the needs of different learners. Online lectures make our programs unique and flexible for employed candidates to fit studies in their daily schedules. Our faculty and administrative staff work together to provide online courses that are attractive, proactive, and interactive. Our programs are career-focused so we strive to give our students hands-on experience, which they can apply in the workplace right after graduation.

Although the University does not have a traditional physical presence, it puts highest efforts to providing the necessary teaching and learning resources through the virtual world. You, as an online student, will be able to navigate through the online learning infrastructure at all times and use it accordingly as you progress in the chosen programs. We guide you from enrollment to graduation, by advising on the adequacy of programs, handling enrollment, and other academic matters.
Application Process

PECB University aims to attract the brightest candidates who demonstrate academic excellence and motivation to benefit from our educational offerings. The university welcomes applicants of all backgrounds. Admissions selection criteria have been set on the principle of fairness and equal opportunity by assessing applicants solely on personal merits.
Entrance Requirements

- Bachelor’s degree from an accredited institution;
- Cumulative grade point average (GPA) of 3.0 or above;
- At least two years of relevant professional experience;
- English proficiency as demonstrated through TOEFL iBT or IELTS scores. The minimum required score for TOEFL iBT is 75, while for IELTS 6.5

Program Application Requirements

- Completed online application form
- Diploma and official grade transcripts
- 2 Reference letters
- English proficiency test scores
- Resume/Curriculum Vitae
- Personal statement
- Copy of an identification document (passport or similar)
- Application fee

Selection Criteria

- Academic excellence and potential
- Motivation and suitability for the program of interest
- Previous experience
- Personal qualities and competencies
- Commitment and interest
YOUR NEXT STEP...

We are ready to help you explore PECB University.

Visit university.pecb.com for details about everything you have read in this brochure, and much more. Please feel free to contact us with any questions about academics, qualifications, application, and more at university@pecb.com or review our FAQs to learn more.

PECB University is a for-profit institution licensed from the Higher Education Licensure Commission (HELC), Washington DC. The university is not endorsed by, directly affiliated with, maintained, or sponsored by the United States or District of Columbia governments. All services and the institution name are the registered trademarks of their original owners.